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Golden Jaguar Large Area Laser Machine Division

Golden Laser Holding Group Focus on 

Flexible Fabrics Large Area Laser Cutting Customization



Laser cutting VS Traditional cutting

Processing Video

Large format flying recognition, Cutting complex graphics, Processing flexible fabrics

They all choose Golden Laser

Product Superiority

Why choose Golden Laser？

How is the ROI (return on investment) 
if use Golden Laser solution？

What problems Golden Laser can solve for printed fabric 
cutting process？

Where is the bottleneck of traditional cutting method 
for printed fabrics？

Who is Golden Laser？

Service AdvantageBrand Advantage

Content Advantage
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Auto-feeder without manual intervention



China's first brand in textile and garment laser 
applications, China's first creator of application of 
digital technology innovation ecosystem Golden 
Laser+ 
Committed to providing complete small power 
laser processing solutions for global users. 
Golden Laser Holding Group integrates capital 
platform, service platform, internet trading 
platform, high-end equipment in one platform, 
will better integrate resources and commitment 
in order to bring more sound intelligent 
automatic digital technology experience to global 
users.

About Golden Laser Holding Group
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Traditional Situation Of 
                  Printed Fabric Cutting

Complicated Cutting Process 

High Labor Cost

Rough in Workmanship

Low Efficiency and Low Profits

Low Product Value
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Traditional Cutting Method For Printed Fabrics



VISION LASER CUTTING  What can it do？

VisionLASER system is a new developed software based on our laser control 

system. It can automatically recognize and cut printing graphics on the printed 

fabrics, or processing at the specified location according to the position of fabric 

stripes. It is widely used in garments with stripes & plaids, printed sportswear, 

advertising banner, large format printed carpets, etc.

Cutting Solution For Flexible Printed Fabrics and 

Weaving Shoes Pieces/

Garments, Bags & Suitcases, Furniture With 

Repeated Patterns.
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APPLICABLE  INDUSTRIES

Printing industry--- printed garments, advertising banners, toys, carpets, etc

Garment industry--- top grade clothing, shirts, suits, skirts with stripes, plaids 

or 

Repeated patterns

Shoes industry--- weaving sports shoes

Furniture industry ---sofas, chairs, tablecloths  with aligned stripes & plaids

Top-grade bags and suitcases--- bags, suitcases, wallets with aligned stripes & 

plaids
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Video Demo
https://youtu.be/p9TQhFTCrH0
https://youtu.be/tYqi9yVB9xo ?
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Vision Laser Cutting 
VS

Traditional Cutting
Advanced Vision Laser Cutting tech.
Large format flying recognition takes only 5s to recognize the entire working area, real-time camera can identify the 

printing graphics rapidly and submit the results to cutting machine, whole process will be repeated without manual 

intervention.

Faster
High Speed laser cut. Automated production process with conveyor and auto-feeding system

Precise
High precision, smooth cutting edge, no fraying, no need to rework on cutting edges

Clean
Non-contact laser process. No need to glue paper onto textile, avoiding manual pollutions during scissors cutting 

process.

High quality 
Quality stability is difficult to control by traditional manual cutting and finished products with high scrap rate. Vision 

Laser cutting finished effect with highly consistent, accurate and stable quality, greatly reduce scrap loss by high-tech.

Low running cost
European technology, stable and reliable, minimal maintenance costs. Save time, save materials, and save labor cost.
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ROI-Return on Investment
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Table of comparisons CJGV-160130 
Sample setting speed 350mm/s, 72s for one suit, 400 pieces for 8 hours. 

Table of comparisons CJGV-320500 
Sample setting speed 350mm/s, 150s for one suit, 192 pieces for 8 hours. 



The average cost of per sportswear 
processing only $0.129/pc

If for manual working: only 100pcs/day with 1 worker.

The average cost of per sportswear processing will be  $0.242

Processing efficiency is 2 times 
higher than manual working!

How much the cost to process a piece 

of sportswear？
As a reference by Golden VISION laser cutting machine, a whole 
day production for 500pcs sportswear with the device spend a 
total of $72:

Equipment Depreciation $16/day/machine

Labor cost  $24/day for 2 machine with 1 worker

Maintenance cost    $3.2/day/machine

Scrap rate 0.2%
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Why Choose Golden Laser

Vision Laser Cutting？
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Brand Advantage
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Golden Laser dedicated into laser cutting application over 10 years;
Over 1000 vision laser cutting solutions were sold all over the world during last years
Over 60 after-sales services network all over the world



About Golden Laser Group
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♦ Cameras scan the fabric, detect and recognize printed contour, printing 
marks, or stripes and plaids fabrics and send the cutting information to the 
cutting machine. The entire process is completely automatic and does not 
require operator intervention. 

♦ Golden Laser machine automates the process of cutting out printed pieces 
of fabric or textile quickly and accurately. Material is automatically unrolled 
and transported onto the laser cutting machine using our conveyor system.

♦ As laser cutting is non-contact, there is no drag on the material and no 
blades to change. Precise camera mapping and accurate cut lines with 
minimal user interaction. Simply collect the pieces as they exit the machine, 
this gives the Contour Cut system a major advantage over traditional 
garment cutting methods.

♦ In addition to this, once cut, synthetic textiles gain a sealed edge. Meaning 
that they will not fray, this is another excellent advantage over traditional 
textile cutting methods.

        CJGV-160200LD VISION Laser cutting machine

Product Superiority
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Subvert the traditional manual cutting _ VISION laser cutting machine
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Full flying light 
path, speed 
increasing

Imported guide 
rail and servo

Totally closed 
cover, more safer

Imported 
US lens

Up and down 
exhaust fans

Fully automatic 
feeding

High or Low level 
optional 

Red simulate light 
function

Can do 
customization

Without 
manual 
intervention

Recognition 
and continuous 
cutting

Imported high-
resolution camera, 
scanning shooting
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Powerful VISION Laser function
Key Feature _ Flying Recognition 

Main elements of flying recognition system hardware:
 
 1. High-speed industrial cameras _ Germany

 2. Wide-angle lens industry _ Japanese

 3. Precision encoder _ Japanese

 4. Gigabit Ethernet Switch _ American

 5. Data Processor _ Romania

 6. Custom LED light source _ China

 7. Driving power source _ China Taiwan
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Guarantee  the high precision  for every 

single cutting , error range within 0.5mm  



Electrical circuit Control system
Cooling system

Exhaust system Auto feeder

The high integration 

circuit makes service 

very easy; and there 

are numbers on each 

circuit, you can check 

it very convenient 

according to the 

electricity drawing

The control system 

is developed by 

GOLDENLASER RD, 

highly matches with 

other hardware, it is 

easy and 

convenient for us to 

make upgrade

Cool the laser system 

with suitable 

temperature.

You can adjust the 

temperature of the 

chiller according to 

room temperature

Constant Temperature 

Chiller equip with 

different chiller 

according to different 

laser power 

Golden Laser standard 

exhaust fan and 

Customer’s exhaust fan 

in factory

Automatic feeding system, 

rectify deviations automatically. 
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60 after-sales service network over the world

1 to 1 butler service

8 hours fast response for any trouble

After purchasing, we provide 30days long resident 
training with our professional technicians.

More than 20  sample clients as reference

Lifelong free system maintenance and upgrades

Service 
Advantage
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Conveying the Latest Laser Technology
We have professional team in providing a full range of integrated 
solutions for each client, to conduct technique development and 
personnel training output.

Extensive Applicability
Almost cover all the flexible fabrics in different industries.

Help you to share orders
Enough factories make resources integration in domestic and overseas to 
enjoy the order supports, information sharing and industry interaction. 

Let your products sell better
With one internet customized online trading platform (finding.com), to provide 
brand publicity, product online trading services

Content 
Advantage 
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T H KNA S
If you’re interested in above solutions, please contact

                                                                                                  

                                                                                                  WUHAN GOLDEN LASER CO., LTD. 
                                                               Address: Golden Laser Building, NO.6 Shiqiao 1st Road, 
                                                                                                        Jiang'an District, Wuhan, China.

 

P.C.: 430000

Tel:  0086-(0)27-85697551  /   (0) 13631562513 /   0086-(0)27-85697539

Web: www.goldenlaser.cn

 


